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GATE EE 2021GATE EE 2021
ANALYSISANALYSIS

BY ANURAG TRIPATHI | 4TH YEAR STUDENT | 5-MINUTE READ

Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering (GATE) is a national examination conducted
jointly by the Indian Institute of Science (IISc) Bangalore and seven Indian Institutes
of Technology (IITs) at Bombay, Delhi, Guwahati, Kanpur, Kharagpur, Madras, and
Roorkee on behalf of National Coordination Board (NCB)-GATE, Department of
Higher Education, Ministry of Education (MoE), Government of India. 
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GATE examination is a gateway for engineers leading to various career options like

PSUs , M .Tech , MS , or dual degree (M .Tech + Ph .D .) courses from best engineering

institutes in India , higher studies in foreign universities , management courses from

NITIE , and many IIMs .

In this article , we will focus on GATE EE (Electrical Engineering) 2021 paper . GATE EE

2021 was CBT (Computer Based Test) held on 7th February 2021 across various

centers in India . The examination took place under the guidelines of COVID- 19 with

appropriate safety measures . Masks were compulsory and hand gloves were also

allowed .



GATE EE 2021GATE EE 2021
ANALYSISANALYSIS

General Aptitude 

Technical

1  M A R K S1  M A R K S
Q U E S T I O N SQ U E S T I O N SS E C T I O NS E C T I O N 2  M A R K S2  M A R K S

Q U E S T I O N SQ U E S T I O N S
T O T A LT O T A L
M A R K SM A R K S

25

5

30

5 15

85

General  Aptitude 
15%

Mathematics 
12%

Powers Systems 
12%

Electric  Circuits 
11%

Power Electronics 
9%

Signal and Systems
8%

Electric  Machines
8%

Control System 
8%

EMT
6%

Analog Electronics 
6%

Digital Circuits 
3%

Measurements 
2%
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                                 paper has two parts General Aptitude of 15 marks and a Technical
section of 85 marks with a time duration of 180 minutes.
GATE EEGATE EE

GATE 2021 paper was designed by IIT Bombay . The topic-wise weightage of GATE 2021 EE

is as follows –

There was no MSQ question and number of questions from NAT and MCQ were 31 and 34

respectively. The difficulty level of general aptitude was easy. Technical subjects were of

moderate level but more questions from NAT made it difficult to score high. Electric Circuits

of 11 marks and Power System of 12 marks had the highest weightage. Difficult questions were

from Control System and Power System.

A DEPARTMENTAL
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GATE EE 2021GATE EE 2021
ANALYSISANALYSIS

MAJORMAJOR
CHANGESCHANGES IN IN

GATEGATE
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                      examination tests basic understanding of concepts and critical thinking on
problems. Solving thousands of questions will only increase someone’s accuracy and time of
solving, but it may not improve the ability to solve new problems. 

GATEGATE

For a better approach, students should spend most of the time learning basic subjects like

Electric Circuits, Analog Electronics, Digital Electronics, Signals and Systems, Electromagnetic

Theory, and Engineering Mathematics. These subjects may not have more weightage in the

examination but it will build a good foundation. Only basic concepts will help to solve new

and unique questions designed by NCB-GATE. Students usually try to finish the syllabus

instead of getting a proper understanding of the subject.

From 2021, there were many different changes introduced.

Initially, only the final year was eligible to sit in the examination. But from this year, the

pre-final year was also eligible to attempt the exam which made a number of applicants

slightly more than early trends.

Also, one applicant was eligible to attempt the exam of two different streams. The

combinations were made by IIT Bombay but it was the choice of applicants whether they

want to fill the form of one stream or two streams. For eg., the Electrical and Electronics

Communication branch students can also give Instrumentation paper and Instrumentation

branch students could give either EE or EC paper also.

Earlier, in the technical section, there were 25 questions of 1 mark and 30 questions of 2

marks but in this year's paper, the sequence of 1 mark questions and 2 marks questions

were mixed. This pattern was observed the first time in the history of the GATE

examination.

Apart from NAT & MCQ type of questions IITB also introduced MSQ type questions in which

multiple options are correct and there is no negative marking. Though in the 2021 EE

paper, there were no MSQ given they may come in the following years.

Picture courtesy:
TheIndianExpress
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Recently , they ’ve contributed to huge

strides in energy efficiency , mobile

technology , accessibility , transportation ,

telecommunication , and much more . 

Electrical Engineering is undoubtedly one

of the burgeoning fields of engineering in

terms of businesses , start-ups , and

entrepreneurship . 

From developing ways for companies to

harness heat while reducing reliance on

fossil fuels and also increasing savings , to

solving an ever-growing problem of e-

waste recycling for companies , green

consulting , and the fast-growing market

of Electric Vehicles , start-ups are

omnipresent . 

Let ’s take a look at some of the most

flourishing startups which are supporting

India ’s drive for a greener future . 

The electrical engineering industry is

under a significant paradigm shift .

Ambitious research and development

departments all around the globe are

working towards better ways to obtain ,

store , and use electrical energy . Despite

numerous deterrents in the past year , the

electrical engineering industry is not

showing any signs of slowing down .

American science-fiction author and

Aeronautical Engineer , Robert A . Heinlein

once said ,

Electrical engineers are at the forefront of

some of today ’s most important

innovations . Whether working for the

private sector , government , major

research institutes , or running their own

start-ups , electrical engineers are always

pushing the boundaries . 

“Anything which is physically
possible can always be made
financially possible; money is a
bugaboo of small minds.” 

PUSHING THEPUSHING THE
BOUNDARIES OFBOUNDARIES OF
THETHE POSSIBLE POSSIBLE

DRAFTED BY IRA DWIVEDI | 3RD YEAR STUDENT | 5-MINUTE READ
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Gram Power 's core innovation is in their

Smart Distribution technology , consisting of

their Smart Meters and Grid Monitoring

Systems to provide on-demand , theft-proof

power with a unique pay-as-you-use

schedule that is determined by the end-

user .

Gram Power 's microgrid is powered by a

centralized array of solar panels which

collect the sun 's energy and convert it to

DC electricity . Surplus solar energy is stored

in a battery array , providing users with a

continuous supply of energy even during

peak usage times and at night . DC

electricity from the solar array and batteries

is converted to AC electricity via an

inverter , which is then distributed

throughout the service area via small

overhead power lines .

The company provides cutting-edge Smart

Grid technologies to address the

electrification challenges in developing

nations . Its founders are Yashraj Khaitan ,

and Jacob Dickinson , engineering

graduates of the University of California ,

Berkeley , who are being mentored by Eric

Brewer , a vice-president of infrastructure at

Google and a professor at Berkeley .

They set up India 's first Solar Powered

Smart Microgrid in the Rajasthan hamlet of

Khareda Lakshmipura in March 2012 ,

providing energy for lights , buttermilk

machines , televisions , and fans .

Gram Power is an energy technology

company founded in 2010 out of the

University of California , Berkeley .

11

Pictured: Yashraj Khaitan, Founder

SOURCE: WIKIPEDIA
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four solar panels, enough to power 100

households, which are mounted onto a

household,

a battery bank to provide 2-days worth of

electricity,

a low-voltage power distribution network,

LED lamps for households.

The system and distribution network

together cost less than USD 1,000 making

this one of the lowest cost, commercially

viable microgrids.

The MGP system simply consists of :

MGP builds , owns , and operates solar DC

microgrids in Uttar Pradesh , India serving

off-grid hamlets with high quality ,

dependable lighting , and mobile phone

charging services . MGP has designed a fully

automated system that generates , stores ,

and distributes power on its own . The

system can turn itself on and off each

night . It takes just one day for four people

to install a system that can provide services

to a hamlet of 10-20 households . 

MERAMERA
GAOGAO

POWERPOWER

22

Mera Gao Power co-founder Nikhil
Jaisinghani, operations manager

Sandeep Pandey and the other co-
founder Brian Shaad.

SOURCE: Plug in INDIA
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GreyOrange is a global company that

modernizes order fulfillment through

Artificial Intelligence-driven software

and AI-driven mobile robots built

together so they cooperate in deciding

on and executing warehouse activities

that maximize payoffs and minimize

tradeoffs to create the highest yield .

Robots built by the company , founded

by BITS Pilani alumni Samay Kohli and

Akash Gupta , are deployed in over 70

client sites across India , Japan , Europe ,

Latin America , and the U .S . , helping

improve efficiency and save time . 

GreyOrange ’s clientele includes India ’s

largest e-commerce retailer Flipkart

(co-founder Binny Bansal is an investor);

fashion portal Myntra ; furniture retailer

Pepperfry and Mahindra Tractors among

others .

“In robotics , if you wait too long to do

something , you ’ve waited till it ’s too

late to do anything ,” says Akash Gupta ,

the co-founder , and CTO of GreyOrange .

33

Co-founders of
GreyOrange - Akash
Gupta (R) and Samay
Kohli (L)

SOURCE: YourStory,
Fortune India,

GreyOrange
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ALL ABOUT BATTERIESALL ABOUT BATTERIES  

COMMONLYCOMMONLY  USED USED BATTERYBATTERY
TYPESTYPES      ININ      MODERNMODERN      EVEV

Aluminum - air battery is a non-rechargeable battery that produces electricity from the

reaction of aluminium with oxygen in air . It has very huge specific energy among all

batteries . Total reaction is :

4Al + 3O2 + 6H2O → 4Al(OH)3 +2.71 V.  
 

About 1 .2 V potential difference is produced by this reaction .

These are connected in series or parallel or a combination of both to

fulfill the required power density , voltage , and energy density . These

are rechargeable batteries , and typically a module of lithium-ion 

cells are used .  These batteries are specially designed for 

high ampere-hour (kWh) capacity .

Batteries for EV are classified by their high specific 

power (kW/kg) , specific energy (kWh/kg) and 

high energy density ( J/m3 ). For better output battery

must be smaller in size and lighter in weight , durable

(have large charge/discharge cycle), and have less self -

discharge rate .

An electric vehicle battery (EVB) is a set of a number of identical

electrochemical cells (number varies with the size of EV).

BY AMITESH DWIVEDI | 2ND YEAR STUDENT | 5-MINUTE READ EXPLAINEDEXPLAINED  

The most commonly used batteries in

EV 's are lithium-ion, lithium-ion
polymer . These batteries contain lithium
cobalt oxide or relative metal oxide in

cathode and graphite in anode . Because

of high energy density and high specific

energy , these batteries have wide

application in the EV industry

Nickel metal hydride is one of the

mature technologies that have

significantly large specific energy 30 - 80

Wh/kg and long life span , but less

efficient charging and discharging (60 -

70%) and high self - discharge .
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BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMBATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
BMS or battery management system is the

electronic system that manages the battery and

often called as brain of the EV battery .  It is

normally observed that there is an unequal

distribution of charges in some of the cells of the

module while charging or discharging . It can

reduce overall battery performance . It is required

to monitor , analyze and control the various

hardware of batteries for long life and better

performance .

1 . MONITOR:- BMS may monitor the state of the

battery (charging or discharging), voltage of the

individual cell , total voltage , average

temperature , temperature of an individual cell ,

coolant flow , and coolant temperature .

3. COMMUNICATION:- The central controller of BMS internally communicates with its

hardware operating at the cell , different types of serial communication , and different

types of wireless communication . 

COMPARISON OF COMPARISON OF BATTERY TYPESBATTERY TYPES

2. COMPUTATION:-  BMS calculates minimum and maximum voltage of the cell . It

also calculates maximum charge and discharge current , energy delivered since last

charge , state of charge , etc .

FUNCTION OF BMSFUNCTION OF BMS  
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Graphene is a one-atom thick

honeycomb-like structure . In graphene ,

the carbon atoms form a hexagonal

layer lattice in 2D . This is 200 times

stronger than steel , flexible , and

conductor of heat and electricity . In 2018

scientists found that creating a

sandwich of two graphene layers and

twisting them at 1 .1°, shows

superconducting properties .

 Now , a group of researchers at MIT have

found that Tri-layer Graphene structures

are more sensitive than bi-layer

structures to an electric field . Graphene

can be used in electrodes of battery or

in an electrolyte to reduce internal

resistance and increase specific energy .

It also helps to tolerate an impulse of

energy , which increases specific power

and reduces charging time .

4 . PROTECTION:- BMS protects the battery from over-current , over-voltage , under-

voltage (while discharging), overheating , and ground faults or leakage current

detection . BMS protects the battery by including internal switch or relay and by

actively controlling heaters , fans , air cooling .

REGENERATIVEREGENERATIVE
BRAKING SYSTEMBRAKING SYSTEM  

Through a regenerative braking

system , we can recover waste

energy which can be used to

recharge battery pack . And

BMS also controls the

recharging of battery by

regenerative system efficiently .

ADVANCEMENTS INADVANCEMENTS IN
BATTERYBATTERY
TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY
Advancement In Material Science (Introduction to
Graphene Batteries)
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   Go Green Go Electric ⚡             

IOCL (Indian Oil Corporation Limited)
is going to finalize plans for a

GigaWatt EV battery production plant

for producing Aluminium-air batteries .

IOCL plans to launch aluminium-air

batteries for EVs in Andra Pradesh and

Telangana .

IOCL has a minority stake in Israel-

based startup Phinergy that specializes

in aluminium-air and zinc-air battery

systems .

India will work out a policy to

standardize research and

development on the next

generation of battery

technologies for electric
vehicles, like metal-ion,
metal air, hydrogen fuel cell,
etc, to replace lithium-ion

batteries and reduce India ’s

dependence on other

countries for its import within

this decade .

INDIA'S ADVAINDIA'S ADVANCEMENT IN EVNCEMENT IN EV
BATTERY TECHNOLOGYBATTERY TECHNOLOGY

Union Minister Nitin Gadkari said that a joined approach , with all key organizations

of the government working in sequence , to develop the next generation technology

will require a policy . Developments on the same are already in motion .

It will soon finalize plans for a GigaWatt scale EV battery manufacturing plant jointly

with an Israeli company .

INDIAN OIL CORPORATION TO SET UPINDIAN OIL CORPORATION TO SET UP
EVEV    BATTERY PLANTS (1 GIGAWATTBATTERY PLANTS (1 GIGAWATT
ALUMINUM - AIR BATTERY PLANT)ALUMINUM - AIR BATTERY PLANT)

  Electric vehiclesElectric vehicles
are the necessityare the necessity
ofof  today's world.today's world.
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DD CUMENTARYCUMENTARY
reviewreview

BY ABHISHEK MEWADE | 3RD YEAR STUDENT | 5-MINUTE READ

Shock and Awe is a 2011 BBC docuseries

following the historical backdrop of

electricity . The 3-episode mini-series is

presented by a British theoretical

physicist Jim Al-Khalili . Shock and Awe

cover the pivotal discoveries and

inventions in history that have propelled

us to this modern age . Also briefing us

about the ambitious scientists who were

involved in these significant feats who

have helped us to uncover the obscure

and ambiguous nature of electricity . Back

then electricity was considered godly , a

phenomenon that is mysterious ,

untamed , and far from the abilities of

human comprehension . This docuseries

tries to create an understanding of how

these discoveries and inventions came

into existence and how they impelled us

from the age of steam power to the age

of electric power .

SPARK
Everything began with a spark . The first

episode centers around how the early

pioneers disentangled the enigma of

electricity and built these instruments to

create and store it . The instruments were

essentially invented to uncover the

mysteries behind electricity , but they

were rather embraced by conjurers and

street magicians . Once the man

discovered a way to generate static

electricity the next big thing is to control

it , Yet for some , it was just a source of

entertainment . The invention of the

Leyden Jar was the most significant

moment , today its application can be

found in pretty much every electric

circuit . Leyden Jar is a rudimentary form

of today 's capacitor , it was a result of a

sheer mistake and a speck of luck .

SHOCK AND AWESHOCK AND AWE THE STORY OFTHE STORY OF
ELECTRICITYELECTRICITY
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The narrative continues with the

professional rivalry between Volta and

Galvani . The dissent between these two out-

turned into the invention of battery and the

establishment of a whole new branch of

science neurology . After the invention of the

battery , electricity ceased to be a mere

curiosity and started being useful which laid

the foundation for modern chemistry ,

physics , and present-day industries . While

these innovations were occurring yet

nobody knew how things were functioning .

There was a need to create a conceptualized

understanding . It had to be reasoned out

without letting electricity be a slave of

magical mysteries as-

For Edison 's system of DC power

generation , the station must lie in a radius

of not more than a mile . Transmission for a

significant distance was not economically

feasible . Nikola Tesla , a maverick who was

working right under the nose of Edison

came up with an ingenious solution .

Transmission at higher alternating voltage

owing to lesser power losses , now

electricity can be distributed to an entire

city or even a nation . The difference of

opinion between Tesla and Edison resulted

in "War of the Currents" which was

ultimately won by Tesla after his

demonstration on his high-frequency

resonant transformer the Tesla coil . Today

power stations still rely on the principle of

Faraday , Tesla , and all the early electrical

engineers from an Amazing Age of

Invention .
AGE OF INVENTIONS
The second episode covers the scientists

who discovered links between electricity

and magnetism leading a way to generate

electric power and the development of its

commercial applications . The unification of

electricity and magnetism gave rise to

various innovative activities . Innovators were

less inspired by science rather more

intrigued by the ways to make money from

it . Electromagnetism gave birth to the

telegraph result of which was the first

transatlantic line that made the world a

smaller place . Edison and Swan both

invented the incandescent light bulb .

Edison 's ambitions lay in building a system

to generate and distribute electricity

commercially .

REVELATIONS AND REVOLUTIONS
After centuries of experimentation , now we

finally came to understand

electromagnetism . The episode discovers

how electricity connected the world

through broadcasting and computer

networks and how we unraveled electricity

at a subatomic level . Maxwell formulated

the classical theory of electromagnetism

bringing together electricity , magnetism ,

and light . It is considered one of the most

important scientific discoveries of all time .

Hertz and Oliver Lodge then proved

Maxwell 's theory experimentally . Hertz 's

spectacular demonstration of EM waves

would later be called radio waves , this

would lead to a whole new revolution in

communication .

"Superstition was the enemy,
the reason was the future."
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Lodge set up the apparatus in a

demonstration using the EM waves . When

he demonstrated wireless communication

for the first time , it was none short than a

magic trick . Young scientists read Lodge 's

reports with excitement and began

experimenting . Two of these utterly

distinguished individuals were JC Bose and

Marconi who made further progressions in

the field of wireless communication . JC

Bose developed an improved and extremely

reliable detector for EM waves using a

crystal , his discovery perhaps led to an even

greater revolution . JC Bose unraveled the

power of the crystal , a semiconductor , that

truly has shaped the modern world .

Semiconductors have now become a center

of attraction . In Bell 's Laboratory Shockley

developed the first transistor using this

crystal which would boost a faint signal to

an amplified one . Now , these

semiconductor devices were made so small

that a large number of transistors can be

incorporated on a single slice of

semiconductor which can be used in all

sorts of electrical equipment , most

famously in computers . A new age has

dawned . The next big thing after these

remarkable discoveries and inventions was

a superconductor . After all these years of

persistent discoveries and inventions , we

are standing in a similar situation , 

Due to the profound discoveries and

inventions by all these ingenious minds the

world has come a long way from the

ethereal lights of the Hauksbee machine to

the smartphones that incorporate the

whole plethora of advancements made

throughout history . All these great minds

have unraveled this perplexing

phenomenon that once was mystical . We

now take electricity for granted and have

forgotten how magical and mysterious it

was once .

superconductors are not explained fully by

the theoreticians .

Without complete understanding,Without complete understanding,
experimentalists are often guided as byexperimentalists are often guided as by
luck as they are by proper scientificluck as they are by proper scientific
understanding.understanding.
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On 30 and 31 July 2012 , two large-scale power

blackouts occurred in India , which can easily

be termed as the worst power crisis ever in

the history of mankind .

The first of the two outages affected nearly

350 million people , while the second one

involved a whopping 710 million people .

As the global media turned its attention

towards the issue , key players in the Indian

Power Sector were at loggerheads over a

blame game .

To understand what really happened which

caused the outage we need to understand

the electricity supply chain in India .

The Indian electricity grid is expected to

operate always at a frequency of 50Hz , which

is essential for the efficient operation of

household appliances , industrial loads , etc .

The electrical network in India is divided into

five regional grids : northern , north-eastern ,

eastern , western , and southern regional grid .

For the coordination of power exchanges

between these regions , a National Load

Dispatch Centre (NLDC) was formed in Delhi

to manage inter-regional exchanges . These

Load Dispatch Centres (LDCs) are

autonomous subsidiaries of the public sector

Transmission System Operator (TSO) called

Power Grid Corporation of India .

On 30th July , there was a disturbance in the new grid leading to the

disconnection of the Northern Regional Grid from the rest and ultimately

resulting in an outage plunging 8 out of 28 Indian states into darkness . Mere

32 hours later on 31st July , a similar disturbance emerged again , This time

paving the way to the collapse of Northern , North-Eastern , and Eastern Grid ,

together affecting more than 700 million people .

BY SHREYA ARORA | 3RD YEAR STUDENT | 4-MINUTE READ
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RESTORATION OFRESTORATION OF  
SUPPLYSUPPLY

As per the reports published by the

inquiry committee by Central

Electricity Regulatory Commission

(CERC), the NEW grid was operating in

a stressed situation throughout the

month of July .

The failure of South-West monsoon

rains led to an unprecedented

increase in agricultural demand in the

Northern region . This was

accompanied by a power surplus in

the Western region which resulted in

very high outflows of power to the

Northern region . Adding further to the

woes of an unbalanced system , only

two of the four 400kV high-capacity

West-North interconnections were

operational . Even though no stringent

steps were taken at this stage to curb

the demand in the Northern region or

to curtail the generation in the

Western region and the situation

prevailed ,

Instead , power from the surplus

western region detoured via the states

of Central and Eastern Indian to reach

the deficit Northern region . This is

where the decision of state

government-owned utilities came into

play . On their power lines , the states

are expected to operate a special class

of protective devices called-Under

Frequency Relays which respond to

changes in frequency , thus detecting

sharp drops in frequency and

disconnecting the loads connected to

them . However , state-owned utilities

seldom maintain these relays .

The Northern , Eastern , and North-

Eastern regions were cut-offs from the

Western grid and consequently

suffered a blackout . Meanwhile in the

western region , which had a surplus of

generation had lost its loads in the

northern region , the frequency overshot

to 51 .4Hz .

On both days , the process of restoring supply to the loads was initiated soon after the

incident . However , due to the sheer magnitude of the incident , it took a long time for the

grid to come back online because the generators needed to be pot on-line in several

stages always such that the supply corresponds to the loads already connected at each

stage . The restoration of supply on both days was extended to a large portion of the

loads lost within 8-10 hours of the outage . However , loads in some areas were still

unserved for as long as 16-20 hours after the actual grid collapse .

Another key issue for the delay in the restoration process is due to the delay in onset of

monsoon , the hydropower generation in the Northern region was negligible and the

loads mostly relied on the thermal power generated from coal-plants in the east . The

critical loads of railway traction power were among the first ones to be restored . The New

Delhi Airport , one of the busiest airports in the world , had power supply within 15

seconds of the outage , thanks to its own backup provisions . All major hospitals in the

region were also equipped with their own backup system .
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माझी MUMBAI, आपली BMC

@mybmc

Dear Mumbaikars,
@mybmc is personally & closely monitoring the status at all private
& government hospitals, to ensure that their services continue
unhindered, even in the dearth of power supply.

No untoward incident has been reported so far.

#MumbaiPowerCut #MyBMCUpdates

As the day advanced , power restoration efforts began on a war footing . The power

supply was restored to essential services such as trains and hospitals by the afternoon .

Restoration work was in progress to bring a supply from the three hydro units and

Trombay units once the MSETCL transmission lines were connected . Complete supply

was restored by the night . Later ,  a New York Times report had suggested that the

Chinese bombarded the Indian power system with malware after the Galwan Valley

clashes in June 2020 . The Chinese hackers , however , failed to break into the systems ,

and no data breach was detected because of the attacks , India ’s power ministry said , in

response to the story published in NYT .

Large parts of India ’s financial capital Mumbai and its suburbs have faced a power

blackout that disrupted train services and threw life out of gear for millions of residents .

Train services came to a halt , homes , and businesses were without electricity and people

sweltered in humid heat as a grid failure resulted in a massive power outage on October

12 , 2020 .

Electric supply in Mumbai was interrupted

due to TATA ’s incoming electric supply

failure . TATA power , which is into both

generation and distribution , attributed the

outage to a simultaneous substation

tripping at state-run transmission

company ’s two substations in the suburbs

of Kalwa and Kharghar .

Adani Electricity , which supplies power to

most households in the suburbs in

Mumbai , tweeted . “There is a major power

grid failure due to which supply is being

affected in most areas of Mumbai . As per

grid safety protocols , the Adani power

system was still supplying around 385MW

for critical services in Mumbai . There were

several tweets on social media as well :
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A defining feature of cryptocurrencies is that they are generally not issued by any

central authority , rendering them theoretically immune to government interference

or manipulation . Bitcoin was launched in 2009 by an individual or group known by

the pseudonym "Satoshi Nakamoto". As of February 24 , 2021 , 18 .638 million bitcoins

have been mined , which leaves 2 .362 million yet to be introduced into circulation .

Cryptocurrencies are systems that allow

for secure payments online which are

denominated in terms of virtual "tokens ,"

which are represented by ledger entries

internal to the system .

 "Crypto" refers to the various encryption

algorithms and cryptographic techniques

that safeguard these entries , such as

elliptical curve encryption , public-private

key pairs , and hashing functions .

There ’s a limit to how many units can

exist . It easily verifies the transfer of

funds . It allows new units to be added

only after certain conditions are met .

International transactions are faster .

There are no limits on purchases and

withdrawals

A cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual

currency meant to be a medium of

exchange that is secured by

cryptography , which makes it nearly

impossible to counterfeit or double-

spend . Many cryptocurrencies are

decentralized networks based on

blockchain technology—a distributed

ledger enforced by a disparate network

of computers . 

UNDERSTANDINGUNDERSTANDING
CRYPTOCURRENICESCRYPTOCURRENICES    

CRYPTOCURRENCYCRYPTOCURRENCY

BY SWAROOPA NANDY | 4TH YEAR STUDENT | 5-MINUTE READ

WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY?WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY?
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TYPES OF CRYPTOCURRENCYTYPES OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
The first blockchain-based cryptocurrency was Bitcoin , which still remains the most

popular and most valuable . Today , there are thousands of alternate cryptocurrencies

with various functions and specifications . Some of these are clones or forks of

Bitcoin , while others are new currencies that were built from scratch .

Some of the competing cryptocurrencies spawned by Bitcoin ’s success , known as

"altcoins ," include Litecoin , Peercoin , and Namecoin , as well as Ethereum , Cardano ,

and EOS . Today , the aggregate value of all the cryptocurrencies in existence is

around $214 billion—Bitcoin currently represents more than 68% of the total value

Bitcoin is a form of digital currency and is decentralised without a central bank . It

uses blockchain to perform to perform transaction on a peer-to peer network . Ether

is a currency that ’s accepted in the Ethereum network . Ethereum works on

blockchain technology to create an open source platform to build and deploy

decentralized applications .

THE TWO MAJOR CRYPTOCURRENCIES(AMONG THE MANY) IN THETHE TWO MAJOR CRYPTOCURRENCIES(AMONG THE MANY) IN THE
MARKET: MARKET: BITCOIN & ETHERBITCOIN & ETHER
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Large databases achieve this by housing data on servers that are made of powerful

computers . These servers can sometimes be built using hundreds or thousands of

computers in order to have the computational power and storage capacity

necessary for many users to access the database simultaneously . 

While a spreadsheet or database may be accessible to any number of people , it is

often owned by a business and managed by an appointed individual that has

complete control over how it works and the data within it .

A database is a collection of information that is stored electronically on a

computer system . Information , or data , in databases is typically structured in table

format to allow for easier searching and filtering for specific information . What is

the difference between someone using a spreadsheet to store information rather

than a database?

Spreadsheets are designed for one person , or a small group of people , to store and

access limited amounts of information . In contrast , a database is designed to

house significantly larger amounts of information that can be accessed , filtered ,

and manipulated quickly and easily by any number of users at once .

Blockchain seems complicated , and it definitely can be , but its core concept is

really quite simple . A blockchain is a type of database . To be able to understand

blockchain , it helps to first understand what a database actually is . 

WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?  
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Cryptocurrencies hold the promise of making it easier to transfer funds directly

between two parties , without the need for a trusted third party like a bank or credit

card company . These transfers are instead secured by the use of public keys and

private keys and different forms of incentive systems , like Proof of Work or Proof of

Stake .

In modern cryptocurrency systems , a user 's "wallet ," or account address , has a public

key , while the private key is known only to the owner and is used to sign transactions .

Fund transfers are completed with minimal processing fees , allowing users to avoid

the steep fees charged by banks and financial institutions for wire transfers .

In Bitcoin ’s case , blockchain is used in a decentralized way so that no single

person or group has control—rather , all users collectively retain control .

It differs from a typical database in the way it stores information ; blockchains

store data in blocks that are then chained together . 

As new data comes in it is entered into a fresh block . Once the block is filled

with data it is chained onto the previous block , which makes the data chained

together in chronological order .

Different types of information can be stored on a blockchain but the most

common use so far has been as a ledger for transactions .

The semi-anonymous nature of cryptocurrency transactions makes them well-suited for

a host of illegal activities , such as money laundering and tax evasion . However ,

cryptocurrency advocates often highly value their anonymity , citing benefits of privacy

like protection for whistleblowers or activists living under repressive governments .

Some cryptocurrencies are more private than others . 

Bitcoin , for instance , is a relatively poor choice for conducting illegal business online ,

since the forensic analysis of the Bitcoin blockchain has helped authorities to arrest

and prosecute criminals . More privacy-oriented coins do exist , however , such as Dash ,

Monero , or ZCash , which are far more difficult to trace .

Blockchain is a specific type of database .

KEY TAKEAWAYSKEY TAKEAWAYS
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